Students’ worksheet

Speaking 1_ENG205

Lecture __

“Expressing ability/disability”

Lecturer: Siti Mahripah, M.App.Ling.
**Group 1**

**Team of Resort Villa Developers**

**Task 1.** Mention the names of professions required to undertake a resort villa development project and the ability(s) embedded within each profession.

```
Our project is to build a five star resort villa in Raja Ampat region. To accomplish this project we need to collaborate with each other as a team which consists of six people, i.e.:

................. who is able to ...................................................
................. who is able to ...................................................
................. who is able to ...................................................
................. who is able to ...................................................
................. who is able to ...................................................
................. who is capable of ..............................................
```

**Task 2.** Discuss with your team members about the project you are carrying out and give a brief illustration about your project such as the design of the villa (whether it will be using natural, hybrid, minimalis, gothic, or art deco themes and so on), the prospective customers (domestics or foreign tourists), the look of the site (e.g. the view, the surrounding), the facilities within your villa, and etc. Present and share your illustration with the whole class orally.

```
Our project is to build a five-star resort villa in Raja Ampat region. The name of the villa is ... ...
```
Group 2
Medical Clinic workers

Task 1. Mention the names of professions required to undertake and run a medical clinic and the ability(s) or responsibility(s) embedded within each profession.

We work together as a team in a medical clinic. We work professionally as our patients’ health is our number one priority. Our team consists of four people with three different expertise, i.e.:

........................ who is able to ..................................................
........................ who is charge of ..................................................
........................ who is responsible of .................................

Task 2. Discuss with your team members about the jobs and activities you do in your clinic and give a brief illustration about your clinic: the location (downtown or rural area), typical patients you have, typical medical care you give, people’s opinion about your clinic and so on.

Our clinic is specialized for treating .... .... patients. It is located at .... .... There are .... employees and .... general practitioner. .... .... .... ....
Group 3
Film production crew

Task 1. Mention some names of professions involved in a mini film production project and the ability(s) or responsibility(s) embedded within those professions.

We work together as a team in a mini film production project. We’ve been running this project for a while and found that each of us deeply involved in this film production project. We are getting closed to each other day by day. Our team consists of many people but in this venue there are six people of different expertise who get together, i.e.:

……………….who is able to ……………………………………………..
……………….who is in charge of ……………………………………………
……………….who is responsible of ………………………………………
……………….who is capable of ……………………………………………
……………….who is able to …………………………………………………
……………….who is responsible of ………………………………………

Task 2. Discuss with your team members about your film project. Give a brief illustration about your film: the theme, the story, the moral message given in the film and so on.

Our film talks about ... .... .... . The setting of the film is at ... ... ... ...

... . The film tells a story of ... .... .... ....
Group 4
Web management specialists

Task 1. Mention some names of professions required to establish and manage a website system and the ability(s) or responsibility(s) embedded within those professions.

We work together as a team to establish and manage a popular website named …………. . We’ve been running this project for a while and found that each of us deeply involved in this project. We are getting closed to each other day by day. Our team consists of five people with different expertise.

…………….. who is able to ……………………………………………
……………..who is charge of ……………………………………………
……………..who is responsible to ……………………………………
…………….. who is capable of ………………………………………
……………..who is able to ……………………………………………

Task 2. Discuss with your team members about your website project. Give a brief illustration about the process of the website establishment: the challenge, the difficulties, the artistry, and the opportunities that may come up in your career.

Building and managing a website is not an easy task. It requires plenty of energy and a strong commitment from its’ vendors. Recently, we got involved in a project in which we are establishing a website system for … … … company.
Group 5

Passenger airplane crew

**Task1.** Mention some names of professions required to fly and manage a flight for a passenger airplane.

We work together as a team to fly and manage airplanes for our passengers. Our team consists of three people with different expertise and responsibilities.

................. who is able to ...........................................
................. who is charge of ...........................................
................. who is responsible of .....................................

**Task2.** Discuss with your team members about your flight details. Give a brief illustration about your flight: the destination, the passenger, the route to your destination (as for example you have a non-direct flight), etc.

We spend most of our time on flights with passenger aircrafts. Typically our flight route is .........